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mrf design and manufacture contemporary furniture for the contract market, working with architects, interior designers, specifiers and end users. 
 

we work from small-batch production and project-based furniture requirements to roll-out programmes, supplying blue chip clients 
and independent bars, clubs, hotels and restaurants. 

 
with our standard product range and more than 40 years combined market experience, mrf are able to develop concepts via cad 

and full-size prototypes to deliver the finished product.

mrfdesign.co.uk



c130 retro

side chair 430w 500d 790h  
design  mrf

an upholstered dining chair formed from a single internal ply, 
a simple yet robust frame complements the seat's minimal styling
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An upholstered stacking chair using a preformed ply shell set on a chrome frame with mitred leg joints; successfully tested at FIRA 
to Severe Contract Use BS EN 15373:2007 Test Level 3.
c380 side chair 460w 535d 875h  c381 armchair 530w 535d 875h 
design  mrf

c380 duo



c120 scamp

c121 c124

c1
22

c180

a simply proportioned range of upholstered side and low chairs with or without arms 
designed for contract use within corporate and hotel interiors

c120
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c120 chair 450w 540d 760h  c121 armchair 530w 540d 760h 
design  John Coleman

c124 easy armchair 630w 590d 710h



c200 sloop

a range of seating taking a playful look at angles and counterpoints 
with an understated simplicity

c2
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c200

c2
03
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c200 side chair 400w 570d 790h  c205 stool 350w 550d 1010h  
design  mrf



c202 upholstered easy chair with a variety of bases; 
 rotating pedestal, cruciform or round stainless steel bases and arm options

c203 upholstered easy chair with arms on a chrome rod base 
c204 upholstered lounge chair with arms on a cruciform base

c200 sloop

c204 c204

c2
02c203
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c203 easy side chair 600w 750d 73h  c204 lounge chair 860w 750d 730h 
design  mrf

c202 swivel  600w 750d 730h  c204 
design  mrf
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c310 rod stacker

An upholstered low profile stacking chair using a preformed plywood shell with a simple, yet robust, 
bright chrome rod frame to complement the seat's minimal styling.
480w 560d 850h 
design  mrf
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armchair 650w 625d 720h  sofa 1300w 625d 720h 
design  richard bennett

A modular seating system based on a geometric theme suitable for a variety of interiors 
including corporatewaiting & break-out spaces as well as cafe-bar soft seating areas.

s330 zone3



an upholstered tub armchair with optional two tone seat and back 
designed for use in reception, lounge and corporate environments

s050 imp
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660w 700d 790h 
design  mrf
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660w 700d 790h 
design  mrf

The contemporary s055 tub armchair has a simple squared-off seat pad with chrome or timber legs 
for offices and corporate environments.

s055 clive



a stylish and versatile upholstered tub chair available on a  
variety of bases including rotating stainless steel disc and chrome trumpet

a modular system of sofas, chairs and tables combining to create a casual seating environment 
available with arms and corner returns and in a variety of lengths

s190 slalom s060 tub
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690w 700d 700h 
design  mrf

590w 580d 690h 
design  mrf



3-seater sofa 1600w 830d 780h 
design  mrf

single curved seat and back poised on an EPC or chrome sled base frame 
a simple stitching detail divides the seat visually into three sections

s220 curve
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700w 830d 780h 
design  mrf

single curved seat and back poised on an EPC or chrome sled base frame 
and available as part of the s220 curve sofa collection

s221 curve



sofa 1600w 765d 680h 
design  mrf

a compact sofa design with a cantilever arm  
supported off an inset rectangular steel tube frame

s170 elevate

1450w 720d 670h 
design  Gregory Evans

lounge style sofa set on a tubular steel frame  
with a distinctive interplay of upholstered radius shapes and low arm detail

s290 lowrider
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chair 640w 670d 780h  sofa 1240w 670d 780h 
design  mrf

a versatile fully upholstered sofa with flared arms and back 
available as two-seater, three-seater, chaise and corner unit

a subtly contoured upholstered armchair and sofa on tubular steel legs

s110 jay-jay s230 flare
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sofa 1600w 700d 780h  chaise 1500w  corner unit 800w 
design  mrf



a simple upholstered side chair and armchair on rectangular bar sled base in chromea generously proportioned armchair, forming part of a sled-base  
furniture range including dining armchair, bench, pouffe and stool

s140 sled cube s130 sled
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armchair 740w 740d 665h 
design  mrf

side chair 480w 600d 760h  armchair 600w 600d 760h  
stool 410w 410d 460h   bench 1400w 460d 460h
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a generously proportioned mid-back armchair and low back sofa, forming part of a sled-base furniture range 
including dining armchair, bench, pouffe and stool
s140 mid-back armchair 740w 740d 765h / s142 2-seater sofa 1500w 740d 665h (low back) 765h (mid back) 
design  mrf

s140 sled 2
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s140 loose cushion armchair 740w 740d 765h / s141 loose cushion 2-seater sofa 1290w 740d 765h 
design  mrf

sled-base furniture range including dining armchair, lounge armchair and sofa with loose cushions

s130 sled-base dining armchair with loose seat cushion



s250 modal
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a retro-style upholstered low easy chair on a bright chrome cruciform swivel base 
for use in bar and club environments
side chair 600w 700d 730h  armchair 730w 700d 730h 
design  mrf
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A retro-style version of the s250 modal armchair with button detailing on the back cushion set on a bright chrome 
swivel base or rod base frame.

700w 700d 730h 
design  mrf

s250 modal retro



With its subtle use of interlocking shapes 
s310 taper has a distinctive undercut upholstery detail set on a square tubular frame

s310 taper
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armchair 730w 750d 730h  sofa 1500w 750d 730h 
design  Ian Marchant



a fully upholstered modular sofa collection with loose cushions on a slender steel frame

s150 pont
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s1 sofa 2000w 850d 650h  s4 sofa 1700w 850d 650h   
design  Deborah Nagan



s100 boxer
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sofa 1500w 800d 650h  ottoman 800w 800d 420h 
design  Deborah Nagan 

a versatile range of seating for reception areas, bars and hotels  
comprising sofa, stool and modular units
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A generously proportioned armchair to complement the s150 pont sofa range with a choice of cushion styles  
for use in bar and restaurant environments.
850w 850d 650h 
design  deborah nagan

s155 pont



a simple low sofa suited to lounge bar environments, 
the s070 is a modular system, including single-seater and custom angular units

a compact sofa and armchair for use in bar-cafe, hotel or business environments

s090 mogul s070 unit
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armchair 660w 680d 720h  sofa 1220w 680d 720h 
design  mrf

1200/1800/2000w 830d 590h 
design  mrf



s200 lotus

an enveloping upholstered form creating a distinctive feature individually or as a group 
available with timber legs, rotating stainless steel disc, cruciform or trumpet base
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730w 830d 890h 
design  Steven Smith



a compact low armchair for use in corporate environments, hotels and bars 
the modern club range also features a sofa, dining chair, low table and planter

s300 modern club

s301

t301

s3
00
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armchair 780w 700d 730h 
design  Frederick Scott

2 seater sofa 1225w 700d 730h  2.5 seater sofa  1375w 700d 730h 
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c330 primary is part of a seating family at different seat heights to suit the age groups for nursery (c340 rhyme), primary (c330 primary), 
secondary schools and higher education (c360 jack) which can also be used in general contract environments.
unit seat 560w 620d 665h  arm end 560w 620d 665h  internal corner 620w 620d 665h (430mm seat height) 
design  mrf

single unit 600w 640d 760h 
design  mrf

An upholstered unit seat with a 450mm seat height for general contract environments & secondary/higher 
education.  Concave & convex curved units with modular sofas also available for total space planning.

c360 jackc330 primary
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A fully upholstered high back bench set on a bright chrome rod frame; a modular seating system 
also available in semi circular booth units.
1200w 690d 980h (other lengths available on request) 
design  mrf

s370 bench
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s240 nara rod 600w  s240 nara wire 700w 680d 700h 
design mrf

an upholstered low easy chair on a lightweight wire frame 
designed for use in bar & club, hotel lounge and corporate reception

s240 nara
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A distinctive 2-seater sofa set on a bright chrome rod frame taking its styling from the traditional high back settle and the grandeur of 
Victorian railway hotels; ideal for corporate receptions and public waiting areas.
sofa 1400w 775d 1220h 
design  mrf

armchair 720w 775d 1220h  
design  mrf

The option of timber legs has been added to the design, both armchair and sofa, 
for hotel interiors and bars.

s410 wingback
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Julio is a soft seating range comprising free standing and modular upholstered elements, the design has a crisp geometric aesthetic 
which is accentuated by the chamfered arm detail
armchair 820w 670d 760h  2-seat sofa 1420w 670d 750h  3-seat sofa 1800w 670d 750h 
design  jason lansdale

armchair 820w 670d 1260h  2-seat sofa 1420w 670d 1260h  3-seat sofa 1800w 670d 1260h 

Available in low-back and high-back options, Julio can be arranged into a variety of configurations within 
office, hospitality, leisure and contract interiors.

s380 julio
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sofa 1560w 650d 750h 
design  mrf

A modular sofa system based on a geometric theme suitable for a variety of interiors including 
corporate receptions & break-out spaces as well as cafe-bar seating areas.

s390 cubics270 dune

an upholstered easy armchair with optional loose back cushion 
a simple but distinctive design suited for use in hotel lounge and bedroom environments
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armchair 750w 800d 630h 
design  mrf
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An upholstered dining armchair on a 4-prong base for use in bar, restaurant or general meeting room environments.

710w 640d 810h 
design  mrf

 
design  mrf

A general purpose stacking side chair and armchair

s255 modal diner c420 arthur
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The s255 modal diner armchair complements the s250 modal range and can be used as a general office meeting chair on 5-star base. 
c420 arthur side chair also available on a 5 star base.
 
design  mrf

side chair 460w 580d 930h  armchair 585w 580d 930h 
design  mrf 

A simple upholstered chair for offices & meeting rooms with quilted detailing on a 5-star base with gas lift 
action for seat height adjustment and optional armrests.

5-star c390 task



 low tables can be supplied to bespoke designs in a variety of materials and finishes

low tables one

t302 t301
t240

t2
30

t160

t260

t3
00

t310
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350-450mm table height 
design mrf and Frederick Scott t300 modern club

 
 



 

low tables two

t200

t1
20

t210 t2
10

t215

t100
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low tables can be supplied to bespoke designs in a variety of materials and finishes

350-450mm table height 
design  mrf

t130

t320
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dining tables can be supplied to bespoke designs and in a variety of top sizes and finishes

tables

t045
t110

t0
90

t180

t150
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720mm table height 
design  mrf



750mm seat height 
design mrf and Jason Lansdale c265 habana

modern bar stools for bar, cafe and club

high stools one

st050

st051

st
04

0

st052

c265
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modern bar stools for bar, cafe and club

high stools two
st

25
0

st200

c265 st290

c2
05
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750mm seat height 
design mrf and Jason Lansdale c265 habana

 
design  mrf



contemporary cubes for bar, cafe and club

low stools one

st100

st190

st130st
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st110

st
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0
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450mm seat height 
design  mrf

 



contemporary cubes for bar, cafe and club

st060

st150 st170

st
21

0

s131

low stools two

st180 
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as our policy is one of continuous product improvement, all rights are reserved to alter specifications without prior notice 


